ABSTRACT.
Pure /{-submodules of the p-adic completion of a discrete valuation ring 7? with unique prime ideal (p) ( 
Introduction.
A torsion free (t.f.) R-module A of finite rank is totally inde- p-rank A = rank B.
Other properties of rank (r) and p-rank (rp) tot t. and A°A=R.
The following facts are used in the sequel: Let A, B, and C be t.f.
R-modules:
(1 and /a*(V) C ß*iU).
One can now show that fiz ) £ Kx ® Kx and that e £ R, since ¡a, è, rfî is algebraically independent over K. Thus, B -R (B K. Since A is reduced, K C ker / and so / is not monic. Then g(y) = (-p + piz)xj + pa2x2 + (-p2 + paA)x^ + px4, so g(a*(V)) C a*(V) and g(A) C A. Therefore, g, restricted to A, is an endomorphism of A.
Observe that g(y) £ pA and that y e A\pA since a is a unit in R*. Thus g is not a unit of E(A) since A ^0. Furthermore, (l -g)(x j) = -px2 -(p2 -p)x £ pA and x x e A\pA so 1 -g is not a unit of E(A). This proves that E(A) is not a local ring.
Finally, we prove that A is totally indecomposable. Note that /(X) = X4 + X3 + X2 + 1 = (X + 1)(X3 + X + 1) (mod 2). 
